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Place your finger on the volume slider, move it up to increase the volume output and 
drag it back to find your auditory range; now position the slider to satisfy the optimum 
level for your hearing. If you are unable to control the volume output please press your 
fingers against your ears, buy earplugs or switch on your iPod to override the noise 
around you. In a public space you might be fortunate and find yourself in a quiet zone 
next to a no mobile phone sign. If not, then why not ask those creating the noise to be 
quiet or simply walk away from the source of the noise? 

Imagine if you had no control. Imagine if the noise became intolerably loud but you were 
unable to turn it down or inaudibly low and you were unable to turn it up. Would you 
become frustrated or even distressed? This can be the case for many people with 
autism, whose unusual sensory processing patterns lead to more desensitized or 
amplified sensorial responses than in a typically developed person.  
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Sensory experiences include touch, movement, body position, vision, smell, taste, 
sound and the pull of gravity. The process of responding to, organising and interpreting 
this information is called sensory processing.

Many people with autism experience unusual sensory processing patterns, which 
affect the ways they sense and perceive the world around them. Though they live in the 
same physical world as most of us, their ability to tolerate everyday events and 
environments may be difficult as their sensory perception is different. Living in a world 
that does not take into account their sensitivities can give rise to high levels of 
anxiety, which in turn may trigger unusual behaviours in the form of aggression, self 
injury, repetitive actions or disruptive and destructive behaviour. It is recognised that 
behaviours are largely involuntary and may also be caused by communication difficulties.  

The premise of this project is that if an individual interacts with an environment that 
has been adapted and furnished with sensitivity to their sensory perceptual symptoms, 
stress and anxiety triggers may be minimized. Through appropriate stimulation, an 
individual may be given the opportunity to develop skills and learn more about them-
selves and the world around them.

Although both Kanner (1943)1 and Asperger (1944)2 described unusual reactions of 
their patients to sound, touch, sights, taste and smell and Wing (1969)3 identified 
sensory and perceptual problems in children with autism, ‘unusual responses to 
sensory stimuli’ was not and is still not included in the official diagnostic classification 
for autism4. As a result, research on unusual sensory processing patterns in people 
with autism remains a relatively neglected area and there are few empirical studies. 
The few scientific studies in this area have focused on perception and on the integra-
tion of perceptual input5 rather than the whole sensory experience. 

“..though unusual sensory experiences have been observed in autistic people for many 
years and are confirmed by autistic individuals themselves, they are still listed as an 
associated (and not essential) feature of autism in the main diagnostic classifications.”  

- Olga Bogdashina6

The pioneering work of Delacato (1974)7 together with a succession of autobiographical 
accounts8 9 10 have contributed to a better understanding of the correlation between 
autism and unusual sensory experiences including insensitivity to pain and atypical 
responses to auditory, visual, tactile and olfactory stimuli.  In these works, the authors 
propose a cause and effect relationship between unusual sensory processing patterns 
and the autism triad of impairments11 thus implying the more commonly accepted 
areas of autism classification are, in fact, secondary problems. If this is true then 
the instigator (the senses) of these impairments is an important area of study. 
Certainly in the last six years, the amount of scientific research activity in this area has 
increased greatly.

One of the most recent studies provided neuro-scientific evidence that people with 
autism process sound, touch and vision differently than typically developed children12. 
Differences in brain activity were measured using electroencephalogram (EEG) 
recordings. The researchers are currently evaluating sensory processing in children and 
adults with diagnoses of high-functioning autism or Asperger’s.

 Context of Research
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Practical Sensory Interventions

Early studies into sensory processing patterns in autism gave rise to more hands-on 
research activities, which resulted in various practical interventional techniques. The 
most widely used are described here as they provide tangible reference for the likely 
outcomes of this research project.    

The Montessori Method, Maria Montessori (1870-1952)

Although Montessori Methods originated from Montessori’s13 experience of working 
with children with mental disabilities, it has been predominantly practised in schools 
for typically developed children. However, today there is a revival of interest and realisation 
that Montessori’s sensory-based educational activities can benefit people with neuro-
logical conditions of all ages, including adults with autism.

In support of this research project, Katie Gaudion has completed a short course with 
the charity Montessori Education for Autism (MEFA)14.  Through the course, Katie has 
learnt various teaching methods, which  emphasise the development of fine and gross 
motor skills, hand-eye coordination, ordering and sequencing. These techniques will 
inform the development of assessment, design and verification methods for spaces 
that are suited to the sensory perceptual differences of adults with autism.

 
Sensory Integrative Therapy, Dr A. Jean Ayres (1972)

Sensory Integration (SI) is a therapeutic approach that has been used for many years 
by occupational therapists and has a strong potential to enhance occupational 
performance.

“The essential principle in sensory integrative therapy is to provide the child with 
experiences rich in sensory input, in a guided manner, to produce an adaptive response 
(that is functional behavior) deemed more effective than previously observed behaviors”15. 

- A. Jean Ayres  

SI therapy has been shown to decrease tactile defensiveness and address poor 
discrimination of body position, body movement and tactile perception in people with 
autism, who have sensory processing difficulties.   

The Wilbarger Approach, Wlibarger & Wilbarger (1991)

The Wilbarger approach was developed to address sensory defensiveness, which is 
described as, ‘a constellation of symptoms that involve avoidance reactions to sensation 
from any sensory modality’16. It involves the application of deep pressure through a 
special brushing technique and an individualised treatment plan for families. 

Wilbarger coined the term sensory diet to describe a treatment programme for 
families to help adapt activities and their homes to meet their children’s sensory needs 
to improve functional behaviour.
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Snoezelen® or Multi-Sensory Environment, Ad Verheul & Jan Hulsegge (1978)

The Snoezelen® or Multi-Sensory Environment (MSE) was created in 1978 by two 

Dutch therapists, Ad Verheul and Jan Hulsegge17. The MSE began in the form of an 

activities tent installed at summer fetes, as a means to provide leisure and relaxation 

for adults with profound disabilities. The tents were furnished with sensory props and 

equipment designed to stimulate the primary senses thereby creating a multi-sensory 

experience for visitors. Responses to the installations were overwhelmingly positive, 

leading to the first permanent MSE being constructed in 1983. 

The MSE has become an international phenomenon. Today MSE’s can be found in hos-

pitals, residential homes, day centres, domestic environments, school and prisons for 

a wide range of care scenarios including dementia, obstetrics, management of chronic 

pain, adult psychiatry, stroke and traumatic brain injury, paediatrics and autism.

Studies show Multi-Sensory Environments (MSE) can bring about many positive 

outcomes in people with unusual sensory processing patterns. MSE particpants have 

shown enhanced levels of communication18 19 20 and reductions in restricted 
behaviours21 22 23 24 25 (impairments  exhibited by people with autism) as well as re-

duced tendencies to self-injure26 27 28 or challenge29 30 31 32 33 and, very importantly, 

sustained levels of enjoyment34 35 36 37. Since 2001 research has begun to directly 

explore the effectiveness of the MSE for people with autism38 39 40 41 42 43.              

“The Snoezelen intervention has a positive effect... in decreasing the frequencies of 

aggressive and stereotypic behaviours mainly for the group with autism” 

- Frank Leonardo44

A LIST OF REFERENCED SOURCES IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

15. Introduction 
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 bend   shake      flip    listen        throw          catch pull    push      look        focus

Below: During a visit to a Kingwood residence, one 
of the tenants, Paul, was introduced to a selection 
of sensory props. Paul enjoyed interacting with the 
props and sharing his experiennce of them 
with his suppor t worker.
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Below: Sensory props designed 
to appeal to one sense over 
and above other senses.

Tactile     Audio              Audio-Tactile        Olfactory
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Below: Props that appeal to 
multiple senses. These props 
were selected or created for 
a pilot sensory activity with 
Kingwood tenants.

Shake            Squeeze                  Twist & Spin             Expand  

Push & Pull               Press                     Spring                Stretch  
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Shake            Squeeze                  Twist & Spin             Expand  

Push & Pull               Press                     Spring                Stretch  

Right: Photo of pilot sensory 
activity. Kingwood tenant, Tony, 
enjoys the bubbles. 

Right: Preliminary ideas for 
deployable screens for creating 
sensory spaces in a domestic 
environment. 
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The role of the Expert Reference Group is to provide guidance and support for the project, broaden its perspective 
and assess its findings and results. In addition to informal meetings and consultation with individual members of the 
group, formal meetings will be held at the Royal College of Art in London in March and July 2011.

Expert Reference Group

Name Position Organisation

Sue Osborn Chief Executive The Kingwood Trust (UK)

Richard Seymour Director Seymour Powell (UK)

Frances Sorrell Chairperson Sorrell Foundation (UK)

Monica Cornforth Parent of young adult with ASD Former Health & Beauty Vogue Editor (UK)

Kevin Charras Psychosocial Interventions
Program Manager

Fondation Médéric Alzheimer (France)

John Zeisel President Hearthstone Alzheimer Care (USA)

Teresa Tavassoli Doctoral Scientist Autism Research Centre (UK)

Derek Hooper Inclusive Design Advisor Commission for Architecture and the Built Envi-
ronment (UK)

Marc Sansom Director International Academy of Design & Health (UK)

Matthew Goodwin Director of Clinical Research MIT Media Lab | Autism & Communication 
Tecnology (USA)

Valerie Fletcher Executive Director Adaptive Environments/Institute for Human-
Centered Design (USA)

Richard Mazuch Director of Design Research 
and Innovation

Nightingale Associates (UK)

Ad Verheul* Director The Hartenburg Center  (NL)

* About Ad Verheul

Ad Verheul is considered by many as the ‘founding father’ of Multi-Sensory Environments (MSE). In 1974,  Ad Verheul 
and his colleague, Jan Hulsegge, created the first MSE as a temporary activity for profoundly disabled people. It was 
a huge success leading to the construction of a permanent MSE in 1983. MSE has now become a worldwide phe-
nomenon and is used in many care settings. Ad has continued to develop and study the use of MSE at his Hartenburg 
Center in the Netherlands. The Helen Hamlyn research team are delighted that Ad has accepted our invitation to join 
the Kingwood Expert Reference Group.
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